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1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
Let G be the set of pn vectors of dimension IZ > 1 with component 
values 1, 2,..., p, where p > I, and let H be a subset of G. A vector of H 
is said to cover the v = n(p - 1) + 1 vectors of G which differ from it in 
at most one component. H is called an (n, p) covering set if every vector 
of G is covered at least once; H is called a single-error correcting code if 
no vector of G is covered more than once. If every vector of G is covered 
exactly once, then H is a perfect covering set (a close-packed single- 
error-correcting code). Let us define a(n,p) to be the minimum number 
of vectors in an (n, p) covering set and ~(n, p) to be the maximum number 
of vectors in a single-error-correcting code; then 
(1) 
with equality if and only if there exists a perfect (n, p) covering set. 
In this paper we investigate some properties of perfect covering sets, 
and use the results to obtain improved upper bounds for a(n, p) with 
n < p. We also find improved lower bounds for ~(n, p) for some values 
of it and p with n > p. We show that ~($3) = 18, and prove that the 
maximal single-error-correcting binary code with word length 6 is unique. 
The problem of evaluating o(n, p) was introduced by Taussky and Todd 
[14]. Zaremba [IS] showed that a perfect covering set exists ifp is a prime 
power and v is a power of p, and Losey [8] has recently given a simplified 
proof of this result. Other recent results on this problem will be found in 
[2-6, 10-131. 
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2. PROPERTIES OF PERFECT COVERINGS 
Let H contain m vectors which are thought of as the rows of an m by n 
array. Define (iliz ... is)jljz...js to be the number of times j, occurs as an 
entry in column i1 , along withj, in column iz ,..., andj, in column i, . Note 
that the sum over all jz , for fixed k, of (i,i, *** is)j,i,...j is obtained by 
deleting il, andj, from the symbol. In [13] it is shown that,‘if H is a covering 
set, these intersection numbers must satisfy a set of inequalities: 
Cv - p)(idj, 3 p”-l - m 
If H is a single-error-correcting code, then the inequalities in (2) must 
be reversed. 
If H is a perfect covering set (close-packed code), then m = pn/v, and 
(2) becomes a system of equations, the first being 
(v - pNlh, = P-Yv - PI/V. 
Since II > 1, v # p, and thus (Q, = pn-l/v for all il andj, . Consequently, 
the second equation becomes 
(v - 2p)(iliJjlj, = P”-~(v - 2p)/v. 
If v # p or 2p, then (iliJili, = p@/v, and the third equation becomes 
(v - 3p)(ili2i3)j,j,j, = P+~(v - 3p)/v. 
In general, if v # tp for any t < s, then (il .a. is)j,...j8 = pn--s/v, an 
integer. But v >p, and thus a contradiction results unless v = sp for 
somes<n-l.Nowv=sp=n(p-l)+limpliesthatn=l(modp), 
say n = pk + 1. Then v = p[k(p - 1) + 11, and thus s = k(p - 1) + 1. 
It follows that 
k 
(4 ... is-l)j,...j,-, = pn-s+llv = p(k -‘I) + 1 ’ 
We then obtain: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose there exists a perfect (n, p) covering set H (a 
close-packed single-error-correcting code). Then n = pk + 1 where pk is 
divisible by n(k - 1) + 1. Also (iliz *** it)i,i,...j, = pnmt/v for 
t = 1, 2 ,..., k(p - 1). 
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COROLLARY. Suppose there exists a perfect (n,p) covering and let 
t = 1, 2,... . Then 
pL(n - t, P> >, P”-“/[~(P - 1) + 11. 
The corollary follows from the trivial remark that a set of vectors with 
the same first t components yields a code with word length n - t. 
Theorem 1 is stronger than the divisibility condition (1). For example, 
if p = 6, n = 16, then v = 81, which divides pn; however, Theorem 1 is 
violated. Zaremba [15] has shown that, if p is a prime or a prime power, 
there exists a perfect (n, p) covering set for every n satisfying Theorem 1. 
However, it is shown in [2] that no perfect (7, 6) covering set exists, and 
thus Theorem 1 does not give sufficient conditions for existence when p is 
composite. 
The inequalities (2) may be generalized to the case in which a vector of 
H covers the v = 1 + (T)(p - 1) + 1.. + (y)(p - 1)” vectors differing 
from it in at most e components. 
If H is a perfect covering set (a close-packed e-error-correcting code), 
one may apply the above arguments to the system of equations (2), and 
obtain necessary conditions for existence similar to those given in [7] for 
p = 2. 
Consider again the case e = 1, and define G and H as in Section 1. 
Choose 0 < t <p, and partition the component values into two sets 
Tl = (1, 2,..., t} and T, = (t + 1, t + 2 ,..., p}. Define yj = yj(t) to be 
the number of vectors in H with j components from T, and the other 
n - j from T3(0 < j < n). Now G contains 
gi = ( r ) t”(p - t)n-i 
vectors with i components from Tl , and we shall count the number of 
such vectors covered by H. 
A vector of G with i components from Tl may be covered only by 
vectors of H with i - 1, i, or i + 1 components from Tl . Vectors of H 
with i - 1 components from Tl will cover (n - i + 1) tvi-1 of them, 
since one entry from Tz must be changed to an entry from Tl . Vectors of 
H with i components from Tl will cover 
[l + i(t - 1) + (n - i)(p - t - 1)] yi 
of them, since all entries may be left alone, or an entry from Tl may be 
changed to another entry from T, , or an entry from T may be changed 
to another entry from T, . 
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Finally, vectors of H with i + 1 components from T1 will cover 
(i + l)(P - 0 Yi+1 of them, since one entry from T, must be changed to 
any entry from r, . Thus the number of vectors of G with i components 
from T1 which are covered by vectors in His 
hi = (n - i + 1) tyi-l + [I + i(t - 1) + (n - i)(p - t - l)] yi 
+ (i + UP - t) Yi+1 9 
and the following result holds: 
THEOREM 2. If H is an (n, p) covering set, then hi 3 gi(O < i < n). If 
H is a Single-error-correcting code, then hi < gi(O < i < n). If H is a 
perfect covering set (close-packed code), then hi = gi(O < i < n). 
Special cases of Theorem 2 have been given previously in [7], [9], and 
[12], and in [7] and [9] the corresponding results for binary e- 
error-correcting codes were obtained. Solutions of the equations 
hi = gi(O < i < n) have been given in [7] and [9] for t = 1, p = 2, and 
in [3] for t 7 1, n = p + 1, and yn = I. We obtain the solution for 
general n,p, t, and y, , and apply these results to obtain improved bounds 
for p and CT. 
Take yj = 0 for i < 0 or i > II, and define the generating function 
G,(x) = C yixi. Since h, = gi (0 < i < n), it follows that C hixi = C g,xi. 
Substituting for hi and g, and simplifying gives 
G,(x)[n(xt + p - t) - n + I] - G,‘(x)[tx + p - t][x - 11 
= [xt + p - ty. 
The general solution of this equation is easily found to be 
G,(x) = (xt + p - t)“/v + C(x - l)ylj’ (tx + p - t)+l)lP, 
where C is an arbitrary constant. Note that v/p + (n - 1)/p = n, where 
(n - 1)/p is an integer by Theorem 1. Thus G,(x) is a polynomial in x of 
degree n. 
It will be most convenient to express C in terms of yn , the coefficient 
of x” in G,(x). Thus 
yn = P/v + ct--l’lP, 
and the general solution may be’written 
vG,(x) = (xt + p - t)” + (vy, - t”)(x - l)y’P (x - 1 + p/t)‘n-l”“. (3) 
From this relationship, one readily obtains yi as the coefficient of xi. 
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It is possible to obtain several different solutions yi by different choices 
of y, . This is to be expected, because renaming some or all of the com- 
ponents in an (n,p) covering set H may produce an equivalent covering 
set with different yi values. However, the value of yn may not be chosen 
with complete freedom, because each yi must be a non-negative integer. 
In the case n = p + 1, the formula for yi may also be obtained by 
counting arguments. Let Ai be the event that the i-th entry in a vector of 
H is from T, , and let Sk be the number of occurrences of at least k of 
A, , AZ ,..., A, . 
With 12 = p -k 1, Theorem 1 gives 
(i,i, -.* is)ilj,...j, = pp-lPs, for s = 1,2 ,..., p - 1. 
Since (i)j = PP-~, and there are t values ofj in Tl , the number of vectors 
in H for which Ai occurs is tp - IJ 2. Summing over all i, we find that the 
number of occurrences of elements of r, as single components in vectors 
of H is 
s, = (P ; ‘) tpp-2. 
The number of vectors for which both Ai1 and Aiv occur is 
Summing over all pairs (iliz), we obtain the number of occurrences of 
elements of Tl as pairs of components in vectors of H as 
s2 = (P ; ‘) tzpp-3. 
In general, if k ,< p - I, then 
Sk = (" ; 1) tkp;a"-l-". (4) 
Let us now apply the standard formula for the number yi of occurrences 
of exactly i of the p + 1 events A,, A2 ,..., A,+1 (see, for example, 
Chapter 4 of [l]), to give the result: 
Yi=Si-(i~1)S’+l+(i~2)Sit2-...~(P~1)S,i,. (5) 
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After substitution from (4) and simplification, (5) becomes 
yi = (P ; ‘) y j=. (-l)j (P +j' - ') ti+jpn-l-i-j + (-lpi 
x [(<) SD - (p ; ') %+1]. (6) 
The equation h,,, = g,+r , and (5) with i = p and i = p + 1, give 
typ = t?J+l - (Pt + t -P) Ys+1 
YP = SD - (P + l>%,l> Yp+1 = s,+,. 
Together, these results imply 
ts, = t”+l + PY,,l , h?,, = Ye+1 * 
Finally, these values are substituted into (6) to give 
pzyi = (p ; ') t"(p - t)"+l-i + (-l)“-i [t(” ; 1) -p (“)I 
x [t” - P2Y,+11fl, (7) 
which is p2 times the coefficient of xi in (3). 
3. UPPER BOUNDS FOR o(n,pk + t) 
Suppose there exists a perfect (n, p) covering set H. Take 0 < t < p and 
define yi(t) as in Section 2. Let k be a positive integer. The following two 
results were proved in [l 11: 
n-1 
u(n,pk + t) < (k + 1),-l y,(t) + c (k + l)< k”-l-“yi(t), 
i=O 
n-1 
03) 
u(n, pk + t) < (k + ,)=-I ~~(1) + c (k + t>i k”-‘-iy,(l). 
i=O 
(9) 
The right-hand side of (8) equals 
k+lG,(l + I/k) - (k + 1),-l y,(t)/k, 
and the right-hand side of (9) equals 
kn-lG,( 1 + t/k) - (k + t),-l yn( 1)/k. 
Now, from (3), we obtain: 
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THEOREM 3. Lef H be a perfect (n,p) covering set. Take k 2 1 and 
0 <t <p. Then 
&,pk + t) < (pk +;;+“” [(pk + t)“‘P - P’“] 
$” [(k + l)n-1 _ (!!!!>)‘n-l”p], 
u(n,pk + t) < (pk +v~(“-l)‘u [(pk + t)Y/P - t”lp] 
(10) 
(11) Yf) [t(k + Q-1 - td”(pk + t)‘n-l’lp]. 
It is easily verified that the coefficients of y,(t) in (10) and of yn(l) in (11) 
are negative. Thus, to obtain the best bound given by (IO), one must 
choose an initial covering set H for which y,(t) is as large as possible. 
Similarly, in (1 I), one must choose H so that y,(l) is as large as possible. 
In [4] and [ll] it was shown that, with the proper choice of H, (10) and 
(11) may be used to improve the upper bounds for o(n, pk + t) 
considerably. Thus the determination of the maximum possible y,(t) is of 
some importance to the covering problem. 
The evaluation of y,(t) may also provide useful information regarding 
the existence of codes. For yn(t) is the number of vectors in H whose n 
components all belong to T1 = (1, 2,..., t}. If H is perfect, no vector of G 
is covered twice, and these y,(t) vectors will form a code (t-ary, single- 
error-correcting, word length n). Thus 
Vn(O d pL(n, t) 6 Wb(~ - 1) + 11. (12) 
Consequently, the maximum of y,(t) over all perfect (n, p) covering sets 
(n, p, and t fixed) is a lower bound for p(n, p), and occasionally equals 
p(n, p). A special case of (12) was given in [3]. 
~~(1) is the number of vectors in H with all components equal to 1. 
Since His perfect, it contains no repeated vectors, and thus m( 1) = 0 or 1. 
By renaming coordinates one easily obtains a covering set H containing 
the vector (1, l,..., I), and thus 
max y%(l) = p(n, 1) = 1. 
Then, with yn( 1) = 1, (11) gives: 
(13) 
THEOREM 4. Let H be a perfect (n,p) covering set. Take k 3 1 and 
0 ,< t -=c p. Then 
o(n, pk + t) < (pk + t)+-l)ln [(pk + t)YIP - tV/p]/vk 
- [t(k + t)+-l - t”‘P(pk + t)‘n-l’/P]/k. 
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This is the best bound obtainable from (11). It coincides with the best 
bound from (10) in the case t = 1. In [5] and [l l] it was proved that 
a(n,pk) ,( kn-b(n,p) = kn-‘pn/v, 
and this agrees with Theorem 4 for t = 0. In the special case n = p + 1, 
the bound of Theorem 4 is equal to the sum given in [3]. 
4. EVALUATION OF yR(t) 
To obtain the best bound from (lo), one must find max yn(t) for t > 1, 
Ind this seems to be a difficult problem. In this sectioh we find max yn(t) 
for some special cases, and apply these results to give bounds for TV and u. 
Suppose there exists a perfect (n,p) covering set H containing y&t) 
vectors with i components from { 1,2,..., t>. Then, by renaming coniponents, 
one can obtain a new covering set containing yi(t) vectors with n - i 
components from { 1, 2,..., p - t}. It follows that the maximum of yi(t) is 
ehLlal to the maximum of ynPi(p - t), and in particular 
max yJp - t) = max ye(t). (14) 
But, from (3) we get 
q+,(t) = (p - t)” + (y,(t) - P)(-l)“lP(p - t)‘+l’DJ t-‘n-l’i~‘; 
therefore, 
v max yO(t) = (p - t)” + t”‘p(p - t)(+l)/P 
- v (~)in-l”p min yn(t), v/p odd, 
v max y,(t) = (p - t)” - t”‘“(p - t)(+l)/I) 
+ v (~)ineli’p max y,(t), v/p even. 
(!5) 
Since miny,(l) = 0 and maxy,(l) = 1, (12), (14), and (15) give: 
THEOREM 5. Suppose there exists a perfect (n, p) covering set H. Then 
~(n,p - 1) 2 max y,(p - 1) 
= (p - l)@-l)‘P[(p - l)y/D + 11/v, 
1 
VIP odd, 
(p - l)+l’/p[(p - l)“lP + v - 11/v, v/p even. 
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Now let p be a prime or prime power, n = (p’ - l)/(p - 1). Then the 
construction of [8] yields a perfect (n, p) covering set H. Let PI , P2 ,..., P, , 
denote the n points of PG(r - I, p), the projective geometry of dimension 
r - 1 over GF(p). Then H consists of all vectors (a,, a2 ,..., a,) such that 
alp1 + a$, + .+a + anPn = 0. We may choose P, = (-1,O ,..., 0), and 
arrange that every other point has first co-ordinate 0 or 1. Then a, = x ai, 
the sum extending over all values of i such that the i-th point has first 
coordinate 1. 
Suppose that p = 4“ where q is an odd prime and s > 1. The elements 
of GF(p) may be taken as polynomials of degree at most s - 1. Consider 
the vectors of H for which a, ,..., a,-, are polynomials of degree at most 
s - 2. Then a, = C ai will also be a polynomial of degree at most s - 2. 
Now rename the last components of vectors of H to obtain a new covering 
set H* by interchanging each polynomial of degree at most s - 2 with 
one of degree s - 1. Then H* contains no vector whose components are 
all polynomials of degree at most s - 2. We have shown that there exists 
a perfect (n, p) covering set with v,(t) = 0 for every t < qs-l. Conse- 
quently, (I 4) and (15) give: 
THEOREM 6. Let n = (p’ - i)/(p - 1) where p = p”, q an odd prime, 
s > I. Then 
p(n,p - t) > maxy,(p - t) = (p - t)(+-l)lp [(p - t)“ip + tu’p]/v 
for f  = I, 2 ,..., qs-l. 
Finally, suppose n = p + 1, where p is an odd prime. The p + 1 
independent points of GF(1, p) may be chosen to be 
Thus, we assign a, , a, ,..., a,-, , and calculate 
a p = a,+ a2 + ..I + ap-1 (mod P), 
a D+l = al + 2a, + ... + (p - 1) a,-, (mod P), 
to obtain the vectors of H. Consider the 2p-’ choices for a, ,..., a,-, , from 
to, 11. 
Now up = 0 implies a, = a2 = ... = czDWl = 0; a,,, = 0. Also 
a, = p - 1 implies a, = a2 = *.m = a,-, = 1; 
a p+1 = 1 + 2 + a** -t (p - 1) = 0 (modp). 
Now form a new covering set H* by interchanging component values 1 
and p - 1 in column p, and component values 0 and p - 1 in column 
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p + 1. Then H* contains no vector with all its components equal to 0 or 1, 
and minimum y,(2) = 0. Now, by (14) and (15), we obtain 
THEOREM 7. Let p be an odd prime. Then 
P(P + 1, P - 2) 3 max ys+dp - 2) = Kp - 2)p+l + WP - 2)l/p2. 
Theorems 5, 6, and 7 enable us to determine the best bounds available 
from (10) in several special cases. These may be summarized in: 
THEOREM 8. Let C = 1 if v/p is odd, C = v - 1 if v/p is even. Then 
ff(n,pk + t) < (‘k +v)‘“-“” [(pk + t)YIP - t”/p] 
p-1)/P 
- vk [(k + 1),-l - ( pk I t )‘“-“!1 
x [P/l + C(p - t>“y 
for the following values oft: 
(a) t = p - 1 $a perfect (n, p) covering exists; 
(b) t=p-22n=p+l,wherepisanoddprime; 
(c) t = p - I,p - 2 ,..., p - qs-l ifn = (p’ - l)/(p - 1) andp = q”, q 
an odd prime. 
It seems that the bounds of Theorem 8 will be better than those of 
Theorem 4 for large t and k. Here we shall consider only the case t = p - 1. 
Then, if p = 2, Theorems 4 and 8 yield the same bound. For p = 3 and 
n = 4, Theorem 4 gives the better bound for all values of k. However, in 
all other cases, Theorem 8 gives a better bound, at least for large k values. 
To prove this, note that the bound from (10) will be better than that from 
(11) unless 
maxy,(t) (k + 1),-l - (pk + t)‘“-l’/P t-(“-1)/p 
max n(t) t(k + t)+l - (pk + t)‘+l’lP 
< 1. 
In this case, t = p - 1; by Theorem 5, the condition becomes 
t”l” + c t(k + t)‘+l - (pk + t)‘=-I’/” 
V ' (k + l)n-lt(n-lb/P - (pk + #“-U/P ' 
where C > 0. As k tends to infinity, the right-hand side tends to Wn-l)lp, 
and Theorem 6 gives a better bound for large k unless 
pJIP + c < vtl-(n-l’l~* 
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Since C > 0, this implies 
y > p-1 + Ct’n-1)/P > p-1. 
Also, Y = n(~ - 1) + 1 and t = p - 1; consequently, 
n(p - 1) > (p - 1)*-l. 
Since a perfect (n, p) covering set is assumed to exist, n is greater than p. 
The only solution of (16) with n > p > 2 is the exceptional case n = 4, 
p = 3, as noted above. 
5. ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
The lower bounds for &n,p) obtained in Theorems 5, 6, and 7 fre- 
quently provide a substantial improvement over those from the Corollary 
to Theorem 1. If p 3 5 is an odd prime and p - 2 is a prime or prime 
power, both Theorem 7 and the corollary apply, and Theorem 7 always 
gives the better bound. In fact, the ratio of the lower bound from 
Theorem 7 to the upper bound from (1) tends to one asp tends to infinity. 
For p = 5, the bounds for ~(6, 3) from Theorem 7, the corollary, and (1) 
are 27, 33, and 56. The corresponding values for p = 7 are 3125, 7985, 
and 1183’7. 
If n = p + 1, where both p and p - 1 are primes or prime powers and 
p > 3, then both Theorem 5 and the corollary apply. Theorem 5 gives 
the better bound, and the ratio of the bdunds from Theorem 5 and (1) 
tends to one as p tends to infinity. Table 1 compares the bounds obtained 
for fi( p + 1, p - 1) for small values of p. 
TABLE I 
Bounds for p(p + 1,~ - 1) 
P 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Lower bound (corollary) 2 9 64 625 - 117,649 
Lower bound (Theorem 5) 2 18 164 - 34,278 630,532 
Upper bound (1) 3 22 21.5 2693 40,966 733,701 
Note that ~(4,2) = max ~~(2) = 2. We can also show that 
~(5, 3) = max y,(3) = 18. For, suppose that there exists a code with 19 
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words using 3 symbols and with word length 5. The first two inequalities 
of (2) become 
8Ai > 81 - 19 = 62, (17) 
5(ABJij > 27 - (A), - (Bj, . (18) 
Here Ai is the number of times i appears as an A-th component; (AB),, 
is the number of times that i occurs as an A-th component along with j as 
a B-th component. We recall that A1 + A, + A, = 19, 
(A& + (A& + (A@,, = 4, and (A@,, + (AB)pj + (A& = Bj. 
Now (17) implies that At < 7. We may rename the components in 
such a way that A, 3 Al > A, in every component A. Thus, there are 
just two possibilities: 
(a) A, = A, = 7, A, = 5 or (b) A, = 7, AZ = A, = 6. 
First, suppose that there are two columns A, B, of type (a). Then 
A, = B, = 5, and A, = A, = Bl = B, = 7. NOW (18) gives (AB)<j < 3 
for all i, j, and (AB),, < 2 unless i = 3 orj = 3. But 
(A@,, + G-W,, + (A% = A, = 7, 
and thus (AB),, = (AB),, = 2, (AB),, = 3. Similarly, (AB)23 = 3. NOW 
B3 >, (AB),, + (AB),, = 6, contradicting the fact that B, = 5. 
It follows that there are at least four columns of type (b), and we may 
take Ai = Bl = 7, A, = A, = B, = B, = 6. NOW (18) gives (AB),j < 3 
for all i, j, and (AB)ij < 2 if i = 1 or i = 1. Thus 
Al = (A% + W),, + (A& < 6, 
and this is a contradiction. Hence, there is no code with 19 words, and 
~(5, 3) < 18. 
Thus Theorem 5 gives the actual value of ~(a + 1, p - 1) for p = 3 
and p = 4 as conjectured in [3]. It is not known whether this is true for 
general p. 
The smallest values of y,(t) not covered by the theorem of the last 
section are ~~(2) and y,(2). The construction of [8] was used in [ll] to 
construct a perfect (5,4) covering set with y,(2) = 4. The first inequality 
of (2) immediately gives ~(5, 2) < 4; conseqeuently, by (12), we have 
max y5(2) = ~(5, 2) = 4. 
The determination of max y,(2) is more difficult. In the next section, we 
shall show that 
maxy,(2) = 4 < ~(6, 2) = 8. (19) 
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6. BINARY CODES OF LENGTH 6 
Rearrangement of a perfect (6, 5) covering set constructed by the 
method of [8] will give a covering set with ~~(2) = 4, but it can be proved 
that no greater value is obtainable in this way. It is easy to see from (7) 
that ~~(2) must be even. To establish (19) we need only prove that there 
exists no perfect (6, 5) covering set with y,(2) = 6 or y,(2) = 8. We shah 
require the following result. 
LEMMAS. The binary single-error-correcting code H with eight words 
of length 6 is unique (up to a renaming of component values andpermutation 
of columns). The eight vectors not covered by this code themselves form a 
binary single-error-correcting code. 
Proof. Let zi be the number of vectors of H with i components equal 
to 1. By renaming component values we may assume that H contains 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, I), so that zg = I. Now the inequalities of Theorem 2 with 
t = 1, p = 2, n = 6, and yi( 1) = zi have only one solution with C zi = 8, 
namely, zg = 1, z2 = 3, z3 = 4, zi = 0 otherwise. 
Thus H contains four vectors with three components equal to 1. We 
may, assume one of these to be (1, 1, 1,2,2,2). Then each of the other 
three has one 1 and two 2’s in the first three positions (since they differ in 
at least three components), and the I’s must occur in different columns 
for the three vectors. Thus the four vectors with three components equal 
to 1 may be filled in uniquely (up to a permutation of the columns) (see 
Table 2). 
TABLE 2 
Binary Code with 8 Vectors of Length 6 
Code vectors Vectors not covered 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 2 2 2 
1 2 2 211 ’ 
2 1 2 1 2 1 
2 2 1 1 1 2 
122 1 2 2 
2 1 2 2 1 2 
2 2 1 2 2 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 2 2 
1 2 I 2 1 2 
1 1 2 2 2 1 
2 1 I 2 1 1 
1 2 1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 I 1 2 
Finally, H contains three vectors with two components equal to 1. 
Each of these vectors must have one 1 and two 2’s in the first three com- 
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ponents, and the l’s must occur in different components for the three 
vectors. The three vectors can thus be filled in uniquely as shown in 
Table 2. One may now verify that the 26 - 8.7 = 8 vectors not covered 
by H are those listed in Table 2. These are obtained by interchanging 
l’s with 2’s in the code vectors; thus, they also form a single-error-correct- 
ing code. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Now suppose there exists a perfect (6, 5) covering set H with ~~(2) = 8. 
By interchanging 1 and 2 in some of the components we may arrange that 
H contains (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). The eight vectors of H whose components 
equal 1 or 2 must form a single-error-correcting code, and may thus be 
taken to be the code vectors listed in Table 2. The eight vectors listed in 
the second column of Table 2 must be covered by vectors of H with five 
components equal to 1 or 2. However, if ys = 2Y,, then direct solution 
of the equations of Theorem 2, or use of (3), shows that 
y, = 32 - 7Y 6. 69) 
Hence, for y, = 8, y5 = 4, and the eight vectors in the second column of 
Table 2 must fall into 4 pairs, each with 5 components in common. This 
is not so; hence ~~(2) = 8 is not possible. 
To complete the proof of (19), we need also to exclude the possibility 
that ~~(2) = 6. The corresponding value of y5 , from (20), is 11. We start 
by renaming components so that our set H of six binary words contains 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). We obtain: 
LEMMA 2. H contains a vector with three 1’s. 
Proof. Assume this is false; then H can not contain (2, 2,2,2, 2,2) or 
an immediate contradiction results. Also, if H contains (1, 2, 2, 2, 2,2), 
it can contain only vectors with four 2’s, and these can not have a 1 in 
first position. So take (2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2). No other vector with four 2’s can 
have a 1 in common. So we can not add three vectors. Finally, if H contains 
only vectors with four 2’s, the fact that l’s can not be in a common 
position shows that only 3 vectors, say (1, 1,2,2,2,2), (2,2, I, 1,2,2), 
(2,2,2,2, 1, 1) can be found for H. This proves Lemma 2. 
We now prove: 
LEMMA 3. The six-word code containing a pair of complementary 
vectors is unique. 
Proof. Let the complementary vectors be (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and 
(2,2,2,2,2,2). Then, all vectors must contain three l’s and three 2’s. If 
we take the first such as (1, 1, 1, 2, 2,2), the others must contain two 2’s 
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in the first three positions, two l’s in the last three. Also, no triplets from 
the first three, or last three, positions are the same. This allows the code 
to be written down uniquely as 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, (2,2,2,2,2,2), (1, 1, 1,&T 21, 
Cl,% 2, 1, 13% c&z 1, I,& 11, (2, 1,z 2, 1, 1). 
LEMMA 4. The set H of Lemma 3 can not form part of a perfect covering 
Proof. There are 22 vectors not covered by H; since y5 = 11, they 
must fall into pairs which have 5 components in common. This is not so 
(in particular, (1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2) can not be paired). 
In analogy with Lemma 3, we now prove: 
LEMMA 5. The six-word code containing two vectors with an inter- 
section-number of 1 is unique. 
Proof. Take the given 2 vectors as (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and (2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1). 
Again, Lemma 2 produces (1, 1, 1,2,2,2) in H, and all other vectors in H 
must contain exactly three 1’s. As before, they start 1 2 2, 2 1 2, and 2 2 1, 
and completion produces the canonical form 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, l>, (2,2,2,2,2, 11, (1, 1, 17% 29% 
U,2,ZLL% (2,1,2,1,2,2), (2,2,L2,L2). 
LEMMA 6. The set H of Lemma 4 cannot form part of a perfect covering. 
Proof. The twenty-two vectors not covered by H must fall into 11 pairs, 
each pair of vectors having intersection number 5. This is not so for 
(2, 1, 1, 1, 1,2x 
We now consider a set H such that all vector pairs in H have inter- 
section numbers 2 or 3. We may take H as containing (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and 
(1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2) and prove 
LEMMA 7. H must contain a second vector with three 1’s. 
Proof. If not, H contains only additional vectors with two 1’s. As 
pointed out earlier, any two such vectors must have their l’s in disjoint 
positions. Hence there are only three possible such additional vectors, and 
Lemma 7 is proved. 
’ By Lemma 7, we may take H as containing the subset 
HI = ((1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2), (1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1)). 
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We now obtain: 
LEMMA 8. H must contain a vector with two 1’s. 
Proof. If not, the only vectors with three l’s not covered by HI must 
provide the rest of H. But these form a set 
L = K& I,& 1,2, I), (2, 1,2, 1, 1,2), c&2, 1, 1,2, l), c&2, 1, 1, 1, w, 
and one cannot select three vectors from this set to put in H. Thus 
Lemma 8 is proved. 
LEMMA 9. H must be a six-subset of the code specljied in Table 2. 
Proof. Start from HI ; there are three cases. 
(a) All other vectors with four 1’s. These can be taken as (1,2, 2, 1, 2,2), 
(2, 1,z 2, 1,2), c&2, 1,-L 2, 1). 
(b) Two other vectors with four 1’s. We may select, by permuting 
components, the vector (2, 1,2, 1,2, 1) from L. This forces us to have two 
of the vectors in (a). 
(c) One other vector with four 1’s. We select (2, 1,2, 1,2, 1) as in (b); 
this forces (2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2) and one of the vectors in (a). 
In each of the three cases, we have verified Lemma 9. 
LEMMA 10. The sets H in Lemma 9 cannot form part of a perfect 
covering. 
Proof. The set in (a) can be transformed into a (c) set by interchanging 
l’s and 2’s in the last three positions. And all the (c) sets are isomorphic 
under the reordering obtained by moving column 3 to first position and 
putting column 6 in fourth position. The resulting canonical code is (a): 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 11, (1, 1, 1,2,&q, (I,& 2,2, 1, l), 
(1,2,2,1,2,2), (2,2,1,2,X1), c&1,2,2,1,2). 
The vector (2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2) is not covered and can not be paired with 
another uncovered vector which agrees with it in 5 components. 
Finally, we note that all (b) sets are isomorphic (use the same reordering 
as on (c) sets). The canonical code can be taken as: 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 11, (1, 1, 1,&Z 21, (I,% 2,2, 1, I), 
(1,2,2,1,2,2), c&2,1,2,2,1), G&1,2,1,2,1). ” 
The vector (1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1) is uncovered and unpairable. 
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From this succession of 1emmas;we can state: 
THEOREM 9. There is one binary code of 8 words of length 6; there are 
four codes of 6 words. None of these forms part of a perfect (6,2) covering, 
and the maximum value of y,(2) is 4. 
In conclusion, we examine the bounds obtained for o(n,pk + t) when 
n = 6, p = 5. From Theorem 4 we obtain, as in [3], 
cr(6,5k + t) < 625k5 $ 749k4t + 370k3t2 + 90k2t3 + 5kt4 + tj. (21) 
For t = 2, a second bound comes from (10) with y,(2) = 4. Theorem 7 
yields bounds for t = 3 and t = 4. We obtain: 
~(6, 5k + 2) < 625kj + 1496k4 + 1480k3 + 760k2 + 200k + 22, (221 
~$6, 5k + 3) < 625k5 + 2217k” + 3210k” + 2370k2 + 885k + 143, (23) 
a(6,5k + 4) < 625k5 + 2836k4 + 5 1 80k3 + 4780k2 + 2200k + 409. (24) 
It can be shown that (22) gives a better bound than (21) if k > 6; (23) is 
better if k 2 2; and (24) is better for all k. For k = 1, we list the best 
upper bounds available. We also supply a lower bound from a paper by 
E. Rodemich to appear in Journal of Combinatorial Theory; Rodemich’s 
lower bound of p”-‘/(n - 1) is better than (1) for 12 < p + 1, the same as 
(1) for n = p + 1, worse than (1) for n >p + 1. 
1556 < ~(6, 6) < 1840, 3362 < a(6,7) < 4435, 
6544 < a(6,S) < 9280, 12010 ,< ~(6, 9) < 16030. 
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